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IT’S TIME TO RENEW YOUR VOCNA MEMBERSHIP
$30/YEAR
USE PAYPAL AT
VELOCETTE.ORG
Or send a check to the VOCNA Membership Secretary
Debbie Macdonald

AND CHECK OUT THE NEW WEBSITE!*
*New website is not up as the newsletter
goes to print, but it should be up any day
now.
This newsletter often features items from
older motorcycle magazines, including
photographs, drawings, cartoons etc.
Where possible I acknowledge their
source. Often these items are often from
"MotorCycle" and "MotorCycling", and
the current copyright holders are Mortons Motor Cycle Media. I thank them
for their use.

Submissions for
Fishtail West due
last day of ODD Numbered
Months.
Jan 31, Mar 31, May 31, July 31
Sept 30, Nov 30

The views, opinions and technical tips
expressed in this newsletter are those
of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the
editor or of any of the other VOCNA
officers.
Maybe Santa will bring you the December
2020 issue of Classic Bike- a special Velocette edition! Can’t wait to see that!
Below: In case you don’t know: 2021 TT
has been cancelled.
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Hot Off the Pres
End of the Year edition
Paul d’Orleans 2020
Queen Elizabeth II thought 1992 bad enough to dub it Annus Horribilis 1992!!! - but she’s still on British currency, and things are very much Horribiliser.
Luckily we have motorcycles, which, as our club membership grays, are likely ridden
less than in 1992, but we are thankful they are still ridden at all. Except by our beloved
members who have gone on ahead, to whom we tip our hats, knowing we shall join
them soon enough. One friend recently passed is Carlo Perelli, perhaps the longestserving motorcycle magazine editor in history, who joined the cadre of paperboys delivering MotoCiclismo magazine in 1947 at age 13, and went on the editorial payroll
two years later, where he remained until he died on November 17th 2020. That’s a 63year gig, and I was honored to serve with him as a judge at the Concorso Eleganza Villa
d’Este for ten years. He knew and appreciated Velocettes, of course, as he’d road tested
them when they were new, and praised their good qualities, while noting their not-Italianness, with archaic pre-unit engines and brazed-up frames. Carlo was a good friend
of Leopoldo Tartarini, who provided a new chassis for the Venom/Thruxton powertrain
under contract with Floyd Clymer and his Indian brand in 1969.
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I discussed the Indian
Velo with Carlo one year, when
Tartarini’s name came up regarding a rare Italjet Grifon.
You’re forgiven if you’ve never
heard of one, but Tartarini designed and built the Grifon after
discussions with BSA-Triumph
in 1967 or so. The machine is
instantly recognizable to an
Indian Velo fan, as the chassis
is nearly identical, but the engine is a 650cc Triumph Bonneville lump. Around 300 were
made, and sold only in Italy and
Australia, apparently. So, when
that lovable ex-felon (for mail
fraud) Floyd Clymer came calling, Leopoldo had a ready chassis for both the Royal Enfield
Interceptor and Velocette Venom/Thruxton engines that
would eventually be installed,
and produced in very limited
numbers. There was one more Paul d’Orleans 2007 Mellow Velo in Atascadero,
elusive model to this AngloCalifornia. Photo by Gil Loe.
Italian hybrid lineage, with a
Norton Atlas motor, but apparently only one was built, and it probably looks the best of
them all.
I’ve owned, I think, five Norton Atlases, one of which I rode on the Moto
Melee in 2009, an event that traverses a few of the roads we’ll ride in July 2021, on the
Summer Rally. The Atlas, true to its reputation, vibrates so badly above 4500rpm that
it’s unrideable for more than a few moments. But, it has extraordinary torque, and
doesn’t seem to mind being lugged around in high gear, to keep it out of the buzz zone.
I remember giving Mavis Schafer a ride on my Atlas one day on the Platina-Igo road
(A16) southbound, then westward on Highway 36 for a milkshake at a roadside stand.
That was a happy afternoon, of the type we store away for December evenings, when
sunshine, friends, and group rides seem very far away. Don’t forget to make your room
reservations in Ferndale for July 19-24, 2021. Surely we will get there.
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Above: Southern California riding in 2020 with masks. Chairman, Olav Hassel and
Dana Shatts visit Gil Loe (not shown). Olav is modeling the newest Husqvarna 701.
photo by Dana Shatts
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From the Editor’s desk:
Happy Winter 2020.
The cover photo is of Jeff Scott teaching Brady Walker how to build a carburetor. Brady probably knows how to do this already, but he puts up with the lesson. Still
the photo gave me an idea of how to fill these pages. Mixing fuel and air is an essential
part of these engines so I hope you don’t mind a reminder of some basic information.
To do this, I’ve copied parts of Motorcycling’s All About Carburettors and looked into
Jim Plant’s 2018 supplement to the VOC Fishtail as well as the online Velocette Technical page (v-tec.velocette.info) and Dennis Quinlan’s blog (velobanjogent.blogspot.com). What I learned is that there is no consistent spelling of this vital part of a motorcycle. Carburettor may have one “t” or two, and end with “er” or “or.” Take your pick.
The back cover shows Fred Mork and his model K on his dyno. Now that is
something to request for the holidays - a dyno!
Also included in this issue is the answer to a mystery. JP Default was missing
for hours during the 2018 Baker-Day rally. What happened to him while mounted on
John Ray’s KSS? There were many theories floating about the town of John Day, Oregon, as the sun set. He was abducted by aliens. He rode home. He had a secret assignation, etc. etc. When he triumphantly rode into town, it was like a cross between a
Western movie and science fiction; he refused to say where he’d been. In this issue we
finally get JP’s answer. Believe it or not as you like.
Here in the San Francisco Bay area, Autumn, the sliver of time between the
fire season and the rainy season, can be the most beautiful time to ride. Pre-Covid19
there were plenty of organized rides at this time of year, including a BSAOCNC Singles
ride, the AMCA 49 Mile ride and the BSAOCNC All-Brit ride. This year of course,
everything was cancelled.
But people still got
together to ride. Masks and
social distancing doesn’t stop
some of us from getting on a
bike and meeting other likeminded people outside. This
issue includes a few photos of
those who still got out on the
road. I unfortunately broke a
bone in my right foot, yes the
kickstart foot, and was unable
to put on a riding boot much
less ride. (No, it wasn’t from
anything related to motorcycles. I was dancing and got a
little too wild. I should have
known better.)
Tim Kenney also
sent a great reminder of the
good rides.
The new website
should be up any day now.
Just in time to renew your
membership. Check it out:
velocette.org.
Lanora
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Eastern News
by Andrew Harris
Greetings from the East, once again hoping everyone is staying healthy.
Some steps forward and some back round here, lockdowns in some places. Of
the three Toronto motorcycle shows expected in early 2021, one is already cancelled
and I suspect the other two are likely to do the same.
Scarves and jacket liners are now out of the closet – had the first snow 22 November. Probably a few more
riding days though….Might as
well take advantage of the continuing low gas prices
News from abroad, Ivan
Rhodes has published a new book
titled “Passion of a Lifetime.”
The book provides an update of
his previous “Technical excellence
exemplified” with a history of the
Veloce marque - it is available
from the UK VOC, checkout their
website at https://velocetteowners.com/shop/passion-of-a-lifetime.php
Britain has announced the sale of new gas and diesel powered vehicles will be
banned from 2030 – that’s only 9 years away. A big change to the previous plan of
2040. Could be challenging, particularly with respect to infrastructure provision. Not
clear if motorcycles are included, the news items skip over that detail. However the
motorcycle industry made a press release welcoming the opportunity to develop electric
bikes. We will see.
Also, the BSA name has been bought by an entrepreneur from India. He plans
to make bikes in the UK, initially i/c powered but will develop electric machines as
well. Hopefully this will turn out better than the Norton Motors debacle. While there is
no doubt that electric powered machines have remarkable acceleration I would be hoping for better range than that offered by (for example) HD whose electric machine
quotes a range of 70-100 miles. Not much help for a long trip when an afternoon out in
Ontario can easily cover 150 miles.
Finally, a sign of the
times when everyone wants
things to be easy. I was outside
a bicycle shop which had a
Shimano poster in the window.
Seems that you can now have
“error free electric shifting” for
your pedal cycle. Just click on
the button to change gear. I
suppose the modern generation
is fully occupied staying upright on two wheels without
any additional complications.
Ride safely and stay
healthy,
Andrew
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This page: Tim Kenney’s MAC. A real runner!
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Velocetting and California State Route 33
by Tim Kenney
I own several Velocettes, which can be distinguished by their CC ratings, 350
or 500, both singles. I have been riding a 1952 350 rigid since my Brother found it in a
box from a fellow postal employee and we (my brother, my Father, myself and Lou
Branch) put it back on the road. I was 16, and we are the same age. I used that bike to
commute to Valley State (now Cal State Northridge) as well as many shosrt hops
around San Fernando Valley. A huge ride was across the Valley on Sunday morning to
meet the crew that rode up the backside of Griffith Park. They would breakfast at Aljemac’s, then head up the backside, letting the newbies off the front, passing through us
like sharks in a school of minnows.
My association with such an obscure ride led me to several more Velocettes,
the most memorable of which I rode last weekend. I bought a Velocette Endurance in
almost new condition, having been told about it by a friend who knew I liked the marque. It was in great shape, it even had a windscreen, which I quickly dispatched. The
Endurance was kind of the SuperMoto of its day, with a scrambler tank and high alloy
fenders, giving it the dirt bike look. Having tried to ride a Velocette scrambler in the
dirt, my feeling is that they are much more comfortable on the street, especially since
Spanish two strokes were available, and so much more appropriate to throw around off
road. Not to mention the influx of the Japanese dual-purpose bikes.
But, I still have the Endurance, and I dared to ride last weekend. I performed a
minor tune up a few weeks ago, as I was having trouble kick starting it, but it gave me
no trouble this time. I pushed it up the ‘starting hill’ near our home, fending off wellwishers who seemed to think I was in dire trouble, panting and swearing to get it the
last few feet. No, I said, I do this myself. Once on the down side, it popped into a
healthy running state, and behaved the rest of the day.
It has been transformed from the pristine state I bought it in. The muffler has
been raised, Thruxton style, to give more clearance, the engine has been apart a few
times to receive new pistons, as I was running a lean mixture for some time, till I found
that the stock fuel petcocks were failing to deliver fuel at a rate the big thumper wanted,
leading to piston disasters. Boy, it ran good lean, for a while…
The tank has a couple of small dents. I hit a dog once on the way to Valley
State, pushed it home, and my Father dented the tank trying to straighten the handlebars
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with a post driver. Oh well. It is a chrome tank, original Velocette gold pin striping and
I am fine with the dent.
In short, it has been ridden hard, with very little attention to cosmetics. I have
been told that the small Miller headlight is the same as what Vincents use, and is worth
more than the whole bike. But I keep it, and have converted the whole charging system
to 12 volts, so it almost lights up the road in front of me at night.
The muffler is gutted, and has a sharper note than the stock muffler. I like the
way it sounds, but it is a little noisy, which is why I start it out of the neighborhood,
early Sunday.
I have scrambler double dampening forks, and scrambler fork springs, which
helped eliminate the tendency to compress the front fender into the bottom of the steering head, leaving a dent in the nice alloy.
A Norton double leading shoe drum brake now graces the front. Better by
miles that the stock brake, but not great by today’s standards. You plan your stops.
It shows it’s age.
But once running, all that is forgotten. I attacked 33 like I would never be able
to ride it again, dropping all but the modern Triumph that rolled in close behind me at
the top of the hill. The easy torque and gentle rhythm of the big single make it almost
zen-like to ride. And 33…such a well engineered road curving in and out of the terrain,
climbing out of Ojai till you can look over the Pacific, is a pleasure to ride. And, I
lucked out on the way up and the way back down. The five minute wait at the construction area was green in both directions. No need to pause. On the way up I caught the
Miata waiting at the light as it turned, but he ran away from me in the section beyond
that. I kept him in sight, but a cage with a good driver… well, it wasn’t for me that day.
No one in my way on the way back down, and I had to pull over to wait near
Wheeler Gorge. Some of the riders didn’t catch the green, so had to wait. You snooze,
you lose.
Downhill is even more fun on the Velo, as it is not straining at all. Really, an
assisted coast. Very relaxing.
What a great road, on a great day, on an old friend of a motorcycle.
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Lost and Found
by JP Defaut
“I just became a grandfather.” He said handing me a cold, wet beer. “You a
grandfather yet?”
I took a long swig, “I don’t even have children yet!” I exhaled.
He looked me dead in the eye: “You’re not gay or anything, are you? Got a
girlfriend? You married?”
“I’m married,” I replied.
“Then what the hell you waitin’ for boy? Get back there and get her knocked
up!” he said punching me in the shoulder.
Part of a colorful conversation I had with Joe, a local Oregonian who shared
time, thoughts, and a much-appreciated ice-cold beer as I attempted to fix what I could
on my Velocette in nature’s hottest furnace.
The Velocette “1000 mile” rally is, in more ways than one, special. 2018 was
no exception and took me to another realm. Since Kim Young stole my Veloginity a
few years ago (see article in issue #237), I had been searching for a ride. Custodianship
of the right machine had not yet materialized, so John Ray (JR), one of my Velocette
mentors kindly obliged a loaner. His, not quite stock, 1941 KSS did not disappoint:
more of a Gentleman’s Hot rod with enhanced performance by none other than the legendary Bob Strode, some of you will recall that I did run into a few issues, namely, the
clutch bolt nut tightening thingy kept slipping. After numerous (daily) attempts on the
side of many Oregon roads, clutch tool in one hand, rolling bike backward with the
other, it became apparent that I needed to pull the clutch out if I was going to get any
miles in for the rest of the week. Under the generous guidance of Paul D’Orleans
(PDO), tutelage from JR, Pete Young, Jeff Scott, Blaise Descolonges (Desco), with encouragement (and abuse!) from others fueled by IPA, I painstakingly learned to dismantle and reassemble the clutch two nights in a row. Having proudly put the thing back
together just before midnight one time, PDO realized we had forgotten to “peen” the
clutch retaining bolt in position. I said I’d happily “pee in” the tank at that point! So
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Midnight oil: JP Defaut gets into it as directed by PDO and Blaise Descolonges while
Pete Young carefully nurses the appropriate lubrication! Photo by Jeff Scott
once more, cover off, primary, chain, clutch plates, and a million cork tiles on the
pavement, we were at it ‘till 2 am. What a pfaff!
One particular day, the rally took me to another dimension. Following a morning ride up to the spectacular painted hills of Oregon, I noticed after lunch that I’d not
screwed my toolbox shut and riding down the bumpy hills, had flung itself open and
shed all its contents: plugs, tools, belts, bits n bobs, and of course the registration documents... Sheeeet! It wasn’t a conversation I wanted to have with JR, so momentarily, I
abandoned my posse (PDO, Blaise, and Scottie Sharpe) who gave me clear directions,
and “quickly” headed back to the Painted Hills in the hope of recovering JR’s family
(moto) jewels that I had inadvertently scattered on John Day’s well-beaten paths of
Oregon.
Easy peasy.
On a side road before the turn to the Painted Hills, I spotted a rider and his
massive Harley laid out on the side of the road. I headed over to help a brother out. He
was fine, but his “bagger” was too heavy to pick up solo.
“Where are you going on that... thing?” he asked.
“Painted Hills,” I exhaled as we lifted his pile back on the road.
“Where ‘you from?” “London, but I live in San Francisco.”
There was a long pause: “Ah... Bay Area! Painted hills are this way, I’m going
there myself, I’ll ride with you if you like.”
“I think it’s the next one,” I told him.
“This is a quicker way, I know these roads” he confirmed. With that, off we
went up this gnarly rocky path.
A good while later, as we reached the crest, the road suddenly pitched down
very steeply, I realized that we both had a different definition of the concept “quicker
way.” I ventured on, hoping to find a spot to turn around, but the road was too narrow
and the drop was too... not an option!
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We eventually arrived at a crossroad wide enough for me to pull up next to the
bagger: “This isn’t a short cut is it.”
“Well, I’ll be! I thought it would bring us there all the same. Let’s head
back.”
I explained that there was no way the “Velo” was going to make it up this track
and back over to the other side without a clutch, but since he was going, could he let my
friends know where I’m heading as they might be still waiting for me.
“Will do!” he said and roared back up the narrow path spinning his back wheel
and lifting more dust than a volcano.
Needless to say, they never saw him.
My eye caught my watch and it was almost an hour since I’d left my crew
sunbathing on the garden lawn in front of the shack we had lunch in. Pissed off vibes
were coming through the airwaves, even though I had no phone signal. I didn’t have
long before the clutch nut bolt thingy would give way again so at that point I thought
fuck-it, sorry chaps, I’ll be home for tea later.
Much later as it turned out...
Keep calm and carry on. Growing up in Britain, you actually hear that, a lot.
Accept the lemons and move on. American translation.
The rest of the day was an unexpected experience. From riding clutchless
through amazing landscapes, crossing bridges, looking for fuel and water, to also meeting people as they came to look at the bike at gas stations and immediately engage in
conversation as they looked in amazement at JR’s Velo.
“What year is that thing?” I got asked that too many times.
“Too fuckin’ old!” I started replying after the 20th time.
Between pitstops, however, it dawned on me that this was totally what the Velocette rally, all one thousand miles of it is about. As a French-Londoner living in the
US for a few years now, there is no question that two wheels are the only way to see
America. On a Velocette, given the constant attention they require, it feels like I have
really penetrated the country: I’ve met locals, kids, laborers, traders, farmers, and travelers from all over the country. At all times, I have really felt like I belong here, wherever I was in that moment. Over the years, I’ve ridden motorcycles all over Europe,
parts of Africa, up and down India, Asia, Japan and had very connecting experiences,
but Velo has brought a new dimension that is difficult to quantify in words. It is as
much about the machine and the ride as it is about how you approach the landscape and
how you are welcomed by the people you meet along the way.
Late nights in the car park outside the hotel, working on the “oily rag,” will,
amongst other moments from that ride, remain in my heart for a long time. The will of
Velo people to urge you on, help, advise, share knowledge, the right tool, a beer, take
the piss, banter, bullshit you stories to keep you going, and above all, stay with you ‘till
it's done right, is beyond what I’ve experienced in other motorcycle communities. Sure
people help each other, it’s part of the motorcycle landscape all over the world. I’ve
seen it and lived it. But not like this. The 1000 mile rally is different. We live in a
corporate world where everything is measured through data. Performance is evaluated
on charts, algorithms control how we receive information, etc... The gentleman’s
agreement, trust, and community have long been abandoned by all businesses globally:
they were upscaled with the latest hardware as automation and efficiency took away the
need to care for things, and each other. Fortunately in the Velocette community, we still
have that bond. On the road, but also in the virtual world, thanks to the global online
communities that keep the conversation alive. On occasion, I get asked “Why a Velocette, or any vintage motorcycle? What’s the point if you’re not sure you’ll achieve
your destination?” This trip reinforced the value of a community, with more depth than
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I had expected. As
a bonus, I won two
trophies:
The Citation for
Littering trophy,
and the contentious “Crock of
Shit” award! Both
sat in the living
room to the horror
of my “minimalist” better half!
2020 has been a
strange year, and
we have been
forced to distance
from one another.
We are however
still connected
through this passion of Veloce.
This unexplainable, unmeasurable

notion that we all
understand, many of
you more than me,
why we chose and
commit to a type of
transport that continues to deliver experiences beyond the
originally designed
purpose...
Thank you
VOCNA!

photos of JP accepting the award for
Littering above and
the retired Crock
from Corey Padulla
in 2018.
photos by Gil Loe
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Left: John Ray’s
KSS at Painted
Hills, Oregon.
photo by JP Default.
Below: Painting
by JP Default’s
godson. photo
by JP Default
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Merry Christmas from our friends down under, Keith and Colleen Canning. We wish
them and all our friends around the world Best Wishes for 2021!
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On the last Sunday in October, all sorts of vintage bike riders gathered for a shortened
version of the 49 mile scenic tour of San Francisco, California. Allan King, Jeff Scott,
Kim Lohstroh Young and Pete Young rode Velocettes.
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On the first Saturday in November, like-minded riders gathered in Novato, California
for a romp through the hills of Marin to the coast. As the below photo shows, car drivers were also enjoying the spectacular scenery. photos by Jeff Scott.
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All About Carburettors
with a Velocette Point of View*
*A chart with model specific info is available on the Velocette Technical site maintained by Dai Gibbison at https://v-tec.velocette.info/
Pre-Monobloc
Monobloc
Concentric Mark 1
Racing Carburetters

1930 to 1956
1956-1960
early 1960s to 1971
early 1930s to 1971 (TT or GP)

The above chronological categorizations are from Jim Plant’s 2018 supplement to the
VOC Fishtail. All dates are approximate.
From The Classic MotorCycle
AMAL Carburettors
Amal carburettors are straightforward, workmanlike instruments which can be
readily adjusted to obtain fuel economy. Instructions for tuning the Type 276 also apply
to the later Monobloc and Concentric. The basic difference between these three designs
is the position of the float chamber.
In normal circumstances it will be found that the best all-round settings for
performance are those recommended by the manufacturers of a machine, with the idling
individually adjusted to suit a particular engine by means of the pilot air screw and the
throttle stop screw.
Amal Type 276 was
a pre-war design
with separate float
chamber. The main
jet screws into the
bottom of the needle jet. It is calibrated to indicate
the number of cubic
centimeters of
petrol that will flow
through the orifice
under given conditions in one minute;
a jet stamped with
the number 140 will
pass 140cc, and it
follows that the
smaller the number,
the smaller the jet
and vice versa.
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Mixture Strength
It is important to remember the influence that each variable has on the mixture.
If one has constantly in mind that (a) the pilot air screw controls the mixture up to 1/8
throttle opening, (b) the throttle cutaway from 1/8 to ¼, (c) the throttle needle from ¼ to
¾, and (d) the main jet from ¾ to full throttle, the effect of changes from standard settings can be anticipated fairly accurately. Further, it is a simple matter to decide where
to start in altering carburettor settings.
To take an extreme case for example, it is a waste of time fitting a smaller
main jet if economy at 30 mph is required. At that speed the throttle is less than a quarter open and the major influence on mixture strength comes from the throttle cutaway.
It should not be inferred from the Amal instructions that mixture control by pilot air
screw, throttle, valve cutaway, throttle needle position and main jet takes place in absolutely clear-cut stages. It does not. There is a certain amount of overlap, and it will be
found, for instance, that an over-rich pilot air screw setting will cause a measure of
heavy fuel consumption though the machine may be driven for long periods on half
throttle. However these stages of mixture control are the key to the methods used in
tuning.
Satisfactory Idling
At its business end the pilot air screw is tapered. Turning the screw clockwise
brings the taper closer into the air orifice and gives a richer slow-running mixture; turning the screw in the other direction weakens the mixture, of course. When making this
adjustment the best results are achieved by coordinating the throttle stop setting. The
only point to watch is that there is enough slack in the cable to allow the throttle valve
to seat on the head of the stop screw. Further, it must be remembered that satisfactory
idling will never be obtained if there are air leaks between the carburettor and the combustion chamber of if there are ignition faults. Once the desired tickover has been obtained the slack in the cable can be taken up by means of the adjuster in the outer casing
or at the top of the carburettor.
Throttle valves are identified by marking such as 6/5, 5/5 and so on. The first
figure identifies the type of valve with its type of carburettor. The second figure gives
the depth of the cutaway in 1/16ths of an
inch; thus a 6/5 valve has a 5/16in cutaway
and a 6/4 valve has a 1/4in cutaway. The
deeper the cutaway the weaker will be the
mixture.
Weaker or Richer?
The final adjustment in the sequence is that
of the throttle needle position. Needles are
tapered and have five notches at the top
end. The needle operates in the needle jet
through which the fuel passes up to the
mixing chamber. A spring clip located in
the notch selected attaches the needle to the
throttle valve and the needle moves up and
down with the throttle. Putting the clip in a
notch nearer the top of the needle lowers
the needle relative to the throttle and results
in a weaker mixture, raising the needle has,
of course, the reverse effect.
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Leaking Petrol Tap
The Ewarts reserve tap is common to many machines and it relies on cork
glands to prevent petrol leakage along the plungers. Each plunger is screwed into a
carrier for the cork gland. The carrier is tightened to shorten the length of the gland and
thus expand its diameter and make it a tighter fit in the tap body. Usually a turn or so of
the carrier (when the plunger is withdrawn by slackening off the locating screw) will
remedy a leak, but there is a limit to the range of adjustment. If necessary new cork
glands can be obtained.
AMAL HINTS & TIPS
Starting from cold. Flood the carburettor by depressing the tickler sharply
three or four times, and close the air valve; set the ignition say half way retarded. Then
shut the throttle and open it a little, about one-eighth open, then kickstart. If it is too
much open starting will be difficult.
Starting, engine hot. Do not flood the carburettor but close the air lever. Set
the ignition and close the throttle, then open the throttle about one-eighth of its travel
and kickstart. If the carburettor has been flooded and won’t start because the mixture is
too rich – open the throttle wide and give the engine several turns to clear the richness,
then start again with the throttle one-eighth open, and air lever wide open. Generally
speaking it is not advisable to flood at all when an engine is hot.
Starting, general. By experiment find out if and when it is necessary to
flood, also note the best position for the air lever and the throttle for the easiest starting
(some carburetors have the throttle stop fitted with a starting position on to which the
throttle must be shut down.)
Starting, single lever carburetors. Open the throttle very slightly from the
idling position and flood the carbuettor more or less according to the engine being cold
or hot.
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Cable controls. See that there is a minimum of backlash when the controls
are set back and that any movement of the handlebar does not cause the throttle to open;
this is done by the adjusters on the top of the carburettor. See that the throttle shuts
down freely.
Petrol feed, verification. Detach petrol pipe union at the float chamber end;
turn on petrol tap momentarily and see that fuel gushes out. Avoid petrol pipes with
vertical loops as they cause air locks. Flooding may be due to a worn or bent needle or
a leaky float, but nearly all flooding with newly restored machines is due to impurities
(grit, fluff, etc.) in the tank – so clean out the float chamber periodically until the trouble ceases. If the trouble persists, the tank may be sealed with a chemical sealer. Note
that if a carburettor, either vertical or horizontal, is flooding with the engine stopped,
the overflow from the main jet will not run into the but out of the carburettor through a
hole at the base of the mixing chamber.
Fixing air leaks. Erratic slow running is often caused by air leaks, so verify
there are none at the point of attachment to the cylinder or inlet pipe – check by squirting oil on to the suspect joint. If the engine smoothes out, eliminate by new washers
and the equal tightening up of the flange nuts. In old machines look out for air leaks
caused by a worn throttle slide and carburettor body or worn inlet valve guides.
Banging in exhaust may be caused by too weak a pilot mixture when the
throttle is closed or nearly closed – also it may be caused by too rich a pilot mixture and
an air leak in the exhaust system; the reason in either case is that the mixture has not
fired in the cylinder and has fired in the hot silencer. If the banging happens when the
throttle is fairly wide open the trouble will be ignition – not carburation.
Bad petrol consumption may be due to flooding, caused by impurities from
the petrol tank lodging on the float needle seat and so preventing its valve from closing.
If the machine has had several
years’ use, flooding may be
caused by a worn float needle
valve.
Also bad petrol consumption will be apparent if
the throttle needle jet has
worn; it may be remedied or
improved by lowering the
needle in the throttle, but if it
cannot be – then the only
remedy is to get a new needle
jet.
Air Filters. These may
affect the jet setting, so if one
is fitted afterwards to the carburettor the main jet may
have to be smaller. If a carburettor is set with an air filter
and the engine is run without
it, take care not to overheat
the engine due to too weak a
mixture; testing with the air
valve will indicate if a larger
main jet and higher needle
position are required.
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Above a drawing of the Amal Monobloc carburetor . It was introduced in 1955.
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HOW TO TRACE FAULTS
There are only two possible faults in carburation, either richness of mixture or
weakness of mixture, so in case of trouble decide which is the cause by:
1. Examining the petrol feed. Verify jets and passages are clear. Verify ample flow.
Verify there is no flooding.
2. Looking for air leaks. At the connection between carburettor and engine. Or due to
leaky inlet valve stems.
3. Defective or worn parts. Slack throttle. Worn needle jet. The mixing chamber union
nut not tightened up on type 276, or loose jets.
4. Testing with the choke slide to see if by richening the mixture, the results are better
or worse.
INDICATIONS OF
Weakness
Spitting in carburettor
Erratic slow running
Overheating
Acceleration poor
Engine goes better if throttle not wide open or
choke is partially closed
? Has air cleaner been
removed
? Jets partially choked up
Removing the silencer or
running with a racing silencer
requires a richer setting and
larger main jet.
Note: Verify correctness of fuel feed, stop air leaks, check over ignition and valve operation and timing. Decide by test whether richness or weakness is the trouble and at
what throttle position.
PROCEDURE
If at a particular throttle opening you partially close the choke and the engine goes better, weakness is indicated/ if the running is worse, richness is indicated.
To cure richness
To cure weakness
1st Fit smaller main jet
1st Fit larger main jet
2nd Screw out pilot air screw
2nd Screw pilot air screw in
3rd Fit a throttle slide with larger
3rd Fit a throttle slide with a smaller
cut away
cut away
4th Lower needle one or two grooves
4th Raise needle one or two grooves
Note: It is not correct to cure a rich mixture at half throttle by fitting a smaller main jet
because the main jet may be correct for power at full throttle, the proper thing to do is
to lower the needle.
Richness
Black smoke in exhaust
Petrol spitting out of carb
Four-strokes, eight-stroking
Two-Strokes, four-stroking
Heavy, lump running
Heavy petrol consumption
? If the jet block is not
tightened up by washer and
nut, richness will be caused
through leakage of petrol
? Air-cleaner choked up
? Needle jet worn large
? Sparking plug sooty
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Jeffry Shadetree on Carburettors
“Told my girlfriend I’ll have to forget her. Rather buy me a new carburettor.” Roger
Taylor, drummer for Queen.
Any time the bike is hard to start check the magneto. Jim Plant Supplemental guide to
the Fishtail on Amal carburettors.
As we all know the first thing to look at for a missing bike, I mean a bike that’s
missing, I mean that the motor is missing, I mean misses whilst running, I mean if it
aint runnin’ right check the carb. Stop and fool around with it. Raise the meter jet.
Twiddle the ‘richment lever. Turn the slide knob two full turns. Now is that British
turns or ‘Merican turns? Help me find the float bowl screws, I set them down in this
gravel right around here somewhere. What is the thread size and pitch for my mono
block mixture screw? I broke mine off and need to tap it out.
I don’t have the next richer cutaway slide I can compensate by richening the low
speed circuit and going up one on the main as long as I keep the WOT periods short.
The forecast for this afternoon is for hot and dry which mean the 02 content in the atmosphere at the track is going to be lower than it was at this mornings cool damp practice I should go one step leaner across the range to keep it from bogging into turn 2 and
5. The oxygenated pump gas with 10% alcohol is creating a lean spot on the needle and
partial throttle openings according to my pyrometer readings, I may have to do a fuel
tube mod like they did on the triples to get them over that lean burn step.
The way we look at fuel delivery can also be affected by how well we keep track of
the other systems that make the bike roll including the wheel bearings. You ever notice
how easy it is to push a Velo compared to other bikes? Of course not since your Velo
starts first kick every time. So assuming valves and rings and timing and spark are all
at par then fuel atomization is the only thing left to get right. To get accurate results the
physical elements should be in tolerance. Old worn out carb bodies with U-shaped
flanges and clapped out slides and needle jets that are oval shaped and fuel and air circuit screws that have been jammed into soft metal passages will in all likelyhood give
you a great chance to get to know that gravel patch. And your kickstart technique is
going to get plenty of practice. You ever noticed how easy a Velo is to push?
There has to be a reason every swap meet has two or three boxes of all types of carbs
sitting forlornly off in a corner of the parts pile with at least one hopeful pilgrim bent
over rifling through and slowly shaking his head. So what you need is a new carb but
you need more information about the type that came with your bike and whether you
should get a modern version or go with the tried and true stock item or even (gasp) put
one of them Japanese units on there. (Starts first kick every time
mate
and idles smooth as a Rolls Royce) Or is there a smooth bore racing
carby in your future? Is that what’s bothering you Bunky?
Almost every type of carb used on Velos from 1930 to 1970
is available new with the exception of the 1000 series concentric used on the late Thruxtons and lets face it they didn’t look
nearly as cool as a honkin big GP stuck out there like an oversized Havana waiting to be lit. So with a little cash outlay and a
few extra tuning bits the old girl can get a new atomizer made to
run on today’s special offering at the pump and you can save a little
shoe leather from not having to bump start her from every fuel stop
and overlook Kodak moment break. What’s that, your bike is still
missing!?!
Did you check the Mag?
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Above Early VOCNA members ca 1979 from the Paul Adams collection: Motorsport
photographer/writer Jim Sitz on bike with bon vivant, Jim Walker. Both were VOCNA
members. Jim Sitz was also a participant in the Wednesday night Angeles Crest rides in
the 70s.
Jim Walker was from San Diego and retired in Port Angeles WA. He was a
long time Velocette enthusiast and skilled machinist, who generously helped many others with their engines. He owned many machines including a Thruxton, a KSS and a
500 Cammy special with many KTT parts. Jim was an active member and part of the
fun at the Mellow
Velo rallies in the
1980’s and
1990’s.
Right: Mavis
Shafer, Jim Walker and Olav Hassel 1985.
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Above: Don West , El
Cajon, California 1980’s
Both photos from the collection of Paul Adams.
Left: Cary McSquid at
mid-80s gathering. A VP
at MGM studios, few
knew that he had won
several Oscars for sound
engineering. His lifelong
riding companion was
"Sweetie" Behlmer whom
he had known from when
both were child actors at
MGM.
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Above: Paul Adams at one of the past Spring Openers. Thanks Paul for sharing all
the great photos!
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Dear Kami:
Ezera Brooks and I have been hanging out in the shop all day among the Velocettes. As I think back of previous ralleys I am reminded of discussions concerning the
pros, cons, and differences between the newer (86mm bore X 86mm stroke) “Squares”
vs. the older (81mm bore X 96mm stroke) Strokers.” Many technical comparisons
were made: heat rejection, piston speed, weight, value unshrouding, low speed torque,
higher reving etc. etc.
As I stare at the beautiful “racy” Lady on the steering head of my bike, it occurs to me that what is missing from this discussion is the female perspective. As the
goddess of all things Velo I ask you this simple question: When you wrap your legs
around something exciting and go for a ride do you prefer that big 86mm bore of the
“square” or do you like that 96mm long “stroker”? You opinion matters. Inquiring
minds want to know.
Sincerely,
Old Rigid
Dear Old Rigid,
I bet you want me to say size doesn’t matter; it’s what you do with it. Why do
women always have to reassure men? Besides, the real answer is, it depends.
On thing the answer depends on is what kind of riding do I feel like doing today, or even this minute? If I’m feeling like I need to ride something more responsive
and snappy, I’ll go with the Square. If I’m preparing for a long distance relationship,
I’d take the older Stroker. There’s no judgement here. Both have their time and place.
The answer also depends on what kind of terrain we’ll be covering. Is it a
slow and twisty trail that will require good torque at low rpms, or
a smooth racetrack straightaway
where a quick build of power
would be more suitable? Some
days I just want it long and slow
and others a quick race to the finish is all I have the patience for.
It also depends on how
the rest of the bike is set up. One
thing I lookout for is, whether the
modifications to make higher revs
put a strain on something else on
the bike. The other thing I look
for is whether or not there enough
lubrication to get me where I’m
going.
Slow, fast, big bore, long
stroke, all of that doesn’t matter
overall. The best thing is to try
them all. Economics, mechanical
ability, location, fate, all play a
role. Sometimes it’s best to love
the one you’re riding.
So stop staring at the
“racy” Lady, get on your bikes
and ride!
Kami
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MOTORCYCLES,
MATES AND MEMORIES
Recalling sixty years of fun
in British motorcycle sport
By Bill Snelling
Veloce Publishing Ltd
www.veloce.co.uk
tel: +44 (0)1305 260068
£16.99 UK / $29.95 USA
202 pictures
ISBN 978-1-787115-81-1
Review by Lanora Cox
Motorcycles, Mates
and Memories is an ideal
example of what a motorcycle-themed autobiography
can be. Even better, the Velocette marque plays a feature roll throughout the life
of the author, Bill Snelling.
Snelling was born in
Tunbridge Wells into a family that regularly used a motorcycle-sidecar combo for
their transportation. The
book begins with his earliest
memory of the combo dates
back to 1952 and a Series C
Vincent. The book progresses chronologically from this
start in a series of anecdotes.
Snelling was 15 when he joined Arthur Lavington who was, at the time running a small Velo repair shop. Snelling’s first job was to remove a clutch from a Venom. From there he grew into riding long-distance trials on a Velo and even racing on
tarmac. He as well as his mother and father were active in the early days of the Velo
Owner’s club. Velo credentials don’t get any better than that.
In addition, Snelling moved to the Isle of Man over 40 years ago and is passionate about the location. He is a photo archivist and actively assisting in the creation
of a TT/MGP database. Snelling has also written several books on the TT and was a
columnist for Motorcycle Weekly.
Motorcycles, Mates and Memories brings the golden years of British motorcycling to life. People who were just names on the spines of other books, such as Jeff
Clew walk through the pages. Snelling was in the right place at the right time to experience the Model O and the Model U, bikes that some of us will never even see much
less ride.
Humor and perspective lace the anecdotes. There are also over 200 photos of
bikes, people and the occasional event. Aside from being a refresher on history, this
book brings cheer to this crazy love of old motorcycles and even provides potential
laugh out-loud moments.
Although it may be too late to purchase as a Christmas present, this book
would be a welcome present any time of year.
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FOR SALE
I offer my MSS for
sale in FishtailWest.
It is a 1965 MSS in
excellent condition.
It has an Alton
starter, new tires,
new piston and rebore. New carb from
Surrey Cycles, jetted
for this bike, but it
might need a bit of
fiddling (I live at
7,000 ft. in Colorado.)
Call Tony Hagger at
303-880-7321 thehaggers@msn.com.
(You may remember
my previous road
bike was a Venom/
Thruxton recently
used by Jim Abbott.)
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